Introduction 1
Together eastern Indonesia and East Timor constitute a vast and diverse region in which many languages of different genetic affiliations and varied typological profiles reside. In his work Hein Steinhauer has been key in bringing to light many features of languages from across this region. One of the most notable findings is presented in Steinhauer (1985) where Biak 2 , an Austronesian language of Cenderawasih Bay, is first shown to contravene the following of Greenberg's (1963) Universal 37. A language never has more gender categories in nonsingular numbers than in the singular.
Universal 45. If there are any gender distinctions in the plural of the pronoun, there are some gender distinctions in the singular also. Steinhauer (1985) shows that Biak possesses a gender distinction between animates and inanimates marked in the 3rd person plural but not the 3rd person singular of personal pronouns, verbal agreement prefixes, alienable possessive pronouns and demonstratives (see also Van Heuvel 2006) .
Since Steinhauer (1985) our knowledge of the languages of the region has increased considerably and we now know of several languages which violate these proposed universals (for example, Dusner , Dalrymple and Mofu 2012; Windesi-Wandamen [ISO 639-3: wad] , Gasser 2015; Nuaulu [ISO 639-3: nxl] , Bolton 1990) .
3 It has also become clear that the gender distinctions we find in these languages are part of a broader areal pattern in which a "neuter gender" distinction is made in the 3rd person. In Schapper (2010) , I identify many eastern Indonesian languages as having a "neuter" versus "non-neuter" gender distinction involving a binary division of referents into classes according to their position on the animacy hierarchy, with "neuter" defining a class of referents lower on the animacy hierarchy and "non-neuter" one higher up, much as in Biak.
At the same time, closer investigation of these systems has shown that they are often grammatical genders. Reference to the animacy hierarchy and the use of terms such as (in)animate and (non-)human in describing the genders gives the impression that gender assignment in these eastern Indonesian languages is entirely semantic. Yet, this is not the case. In Biak, for instance, animate agreement is taken by many nouns with inanimate referents such as alcoholic drinks, metals and items made from them, vegetable or animal products which are small in size and typically occur in quantities ( Van Heuvel 2006: 101-102) .
In this paper, I revisit the topic of eastern Indonesian neuter gender systems. Thus far treatment of the different systems, both in individual language descriptions and in comparative studies, has focussed on the agreement targets which nouns of "neuter" and "non-neuter" gender control respectively; little attention has been given to the actual assignment of nouns to genders beyond the broadest semantic labels. This paper looks at neuter gender assignment in three little-known languages of the Aru archipelago in eastern Indonesia. Until recently these languages had received little academic attention and the details of their agreement systems and gender assignment are only beginning to emerge now. I show that, similar to Biak, whilst having a strongly semantic base involving animacy, gender in Aru languages is a grammatical category in which many nouns denoting certain types of entities 3 Worldwide this concentration is remarkable as very few exceptions to these universals have been identified, see Plank and Schellinger (1997) .
that lack discernable semantic animacy are assigned to the same gender as that of animate referents. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, I introduce the languages of Aru and briefly outline previous work on them. In Section 3, I look at the agreement systems and gender assignment of nouns in three Aru languages, Ujir, Kola, and Dobel. In Section 4, I conclude by comparing the different patterns of exceptional gender assignment in the Aru languages discussed and the occurence of gender in proto-Aru, their common ancestor.
The languages of Aru
Situated at the far eastern edge of Indonesian territory, the Aru Islands form a tightly knit archipelago of over a hundred islands in the Arafura Sea between New Guinea and Australia (Map 1).
There are fourteen languages spread across the Aru archipelago (Map 2). All belong to the Austronesian family. They constitute their own low-level sub-group, though the internal constituency of the subgroup is unclear (for instance, Collins 1982 and Hughes 1987 come to different conclusions about the sub-grouping of the Aru languages). The Aru sub-group has been tentatively assigned to the higher Central Malayo-Polynesian (CMP) subgroup (Blust 1993) , but the existence of this group is far from secure (Donohue and Grimes 2008; Schapper 2011) . So little is known about the Aru languages that Blust (2009) in his 800-page handbook detailing the state of the art in Austronesian linguistics does not discuss them at all. Teams from the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) have been working with speakers of Aru languages since the 1980s. Their work has resulted in several publications on three languages by themselves and others using their materials: Dobel (J. Hughes and K. Hughes 1989; Hughes 1995 Hughes , 2000 Blust 2014) , Kola (Y. Takata 1992; T. Takata and Y. Takata 1991a-b, 1992a-b; De Winne 2013) , and West Tarangan (Nivens 1992 (Nivens , 1993 (Nivens , 2002 . At the time of writing, there is, however, no thorough linguistic description or widely available documentation of any language of Aru.
Gender in Aru
Aru languages typically have a gender distinction marked in the following Map 2. The languages of Aru (based on Lewis et al. 2014). domains: on verb agreement, on numerals, and on demonstratives. The basic gender distinction is one of animate versus inanimate. 4 The systems in all languages have a strong semantic basis, that is, in most cases it is sufficient to know the meaning of a noun in order to determine its gender. However, in each language the basic semantic pattern is complicated by the inclusion of entities that lack discernable semantic animacy in the animate gender. The patterns for assigning nouns which lack real-world animacy to the animate class differ between languages, as do the agreements which they control. In the following sub-sections we will concentrate on the differences between three languages, Ujir (Section 3.1), Kola (Section 3.2), and Dobel (Section 3.3).
Ujir
Ujir is a language of North-West Aru traditionally spoken in two villages, Ujir and Samang. Today, Ujir is highly endangered, only being spoken by a very small percentage of inhabitants of the villages. The data used in this section come from my own fieldwork on Ujir, the recordings from which are being made available at The Language Archive (https://corpus1.mpi.nl/).
Locus of gender marking
Ujir subject verb agreement is of two kinds, active verb prefixes and stative verb enclitics. 3rd person forms of both are given in (1). Of these, only the stative verb enclitics mark the animate-inanimate gender distinction. Active verb prefixes are invariably used with subjects of both genders. Ujir numerals also inflect to agree with the head noun of the NP in which they occur. The 3rd person inflections occurring on numerals are identical to the agreement enclitics on stative verbs (4). The 3rd person plural inanimate inflection =di found on stative verbs, however, does not occur on numerals.
Ujir 3rd person numeral inflection (4) 3sg.an =na 3pl.an =si Numerals do not agree with nouns of inanimate gender. This is seen in comparing the (a) and (b) examples in (5) and (6). The enclitics are used for agreement with animate nouns: =na occurs on the numeral 'one' (5b), while =si occurs on all other numerals (6b). (5) The Ujir indefinite article, which historically was the numeral 'one' but has been replaced by set, shows a similar agreement pattern: sia is the inanimate form, while sina is the animate form, as illustrated in (7). (7) The animate-inanimate contrast on demonstratives is illustrated with the distal "that" demonstrative in (9a) and (9b). (9) There are also nouns referring natural features or events classified as animate, including fat 'stone, rock', mareen 'wave' and kafkafal 'cloud, illustrated in (13). (13) The noun kay 'tree, wood' has flexible classification. It is classified animate where it refers to a standing tree in its entirety, but where it refers to a piece of wood it is classified inanimate. This classification distinction is apparent in the agreement forms taken by kay in its two appearances in (14). 'This house is big.' (Olson n.d.) Some Kola stative verbs are double marked for 3rd person singular, giving the superficial appearance of an animate-inanimate distinction. In the 3rd person singular disyllabic stative verbs with the shape (C)V(C)a(C) where V is not /a/ have an umlaut rule whereby the /a/ vowel becomes /i/. Examples are provided in Table 1 . We see that the umlaut is not limited to the 3rd person singular of animate or inanimate gender but occurs in both forms of the verbs, and does not prevent regular marking of animate gender with =ni '3sg.an'. In the plural Kola does not have the distinct agreement forms for the two genders as are found in Ujir. Instead, the forms =yi and =di appear to be lexicalised variants of one another. That is, on the vast majority of stative verbs a 3rd person plural subject is marked with =yi, but on some verbs it can be marked with either =yi or =di with no apparent difference in meaning. 6 The stative verbs known to show this variation are given in Kola numerals also inflect to agree with the head noun of the NP in which they occur. There is in fact reason to consider the numerals glossed here as inanimate as unmarked for gender, as in Ujir. Evidence for this comes from complex numeral expressions used for forming numbers higher than ten where only the right-most numeral agrees in animacy with the head noun it quantifies. This is seen with 'twelve' in (19): the agreement controller, wowawa 'children', is animate but of the two numerals ('ten' and 'two') used to form the complex numeral only 'two' has the expected animate form, but 'ten' takes the inanimate form. If the numerals used in agreement with inanimate nouns were really marked for inanimate gender we would not expect them to be able to occur in such contexts. Kola demonstratives are also marked for gender. Kola has two sets of demonstratives, those that occur independent of a head noun ("pronominal demonstratives" in 20a) and those that are dependent on a head noun ("attributive demonstratives" in 20b). Whilst pronominal demonstratives distinguish animate-inanimate in the singular and plural, attributive demonstratives only make the gender distinction in the singular. These classifications appear to be part of larger patterns in the language which will be discussed and exemplified further in what follows. Many man-made items are classified as animate in Kola. De Winne (2013: 12) records the animate nouns netak 'axe' and wawauh 'sago pounder'. To this list, Olson (n.d.) adds: aldala 'gong', buk 'book', daɸal 'spear', gah 'basket for betel nut', kiryaban 'mat', laŋa 'arrow', mahian 'hold of a ship/canoe' sabuan 'spit post', sariba 'knife', suhat 'letter', tapigih 'dish', tubal 'bowl', and wilun 'rudder'. However, the classification is not predictable; similar, though fewer, man-made items are classified inanimate such as: boban 'bamboo scaffolding', boka 'canoe', ɸanua 'village', utan 'cooking pot', yala 'road'. Olson (n.d.) also records that Kola classifies several landscape features as animate: mah 'river', tabah 'rocky land', yak 'hill', lopuh 'kind of hole in the ground', and hafa 'water spring'. The examples in (23) (26) wee 'mango' is treated as animate where reference is to the tree (whole) being in a state of flowering (26a), it is inanimate where reference is to the fruit (part) being sour (26b). Similarly, the noun kai 'tree' can have variable classification depending on whether reference is to the part or the whole. In (27a) kai refers to the tree as a whole living organism and is classified animate. In (27b) kai refers to a portion of the tree which has dried out and fallen off and is classified inanimate.
(27) a. Kai nekin ramau haf=ni tree this.an already ailing=3sg.an 'That tree is already dead.' (Olson n.d.) b. Kai bodil ekin ramau a-ɸan.
tree dry
this.an already 3sg-fall 'This dried (piece of) wood has already fallen.' (Olson n.d.) 
Dobel
Dobel [ISO 639-3: kvo] is spoken in central-eastern Aru, occupying the entire east coast of Kobror Island, as well as having smaller numbers of settlements inland on Kobror, on both sides of the Barakai Straits, and on Wokam island (Lewis et al. 2014 ). The language is strong and increasing in numbers of speakers, being even learnt by outsiders who live in Dobel villages. The data used in this sketch come from both published and unpublished data of Jock Hughes, a linguist with the Wycliffe organization who has worked for several decades on language issues and bible translation with the Dobel. On a selection of disyllabic stative verbs, the second vowel (usually /a/) umlauts to /i/ with singular inanimate subjects.
7 This is similar to the i-umlaut observed in Kola, but is distinct in picking out only inanimate nouns. Examples are presented in Table 4 . Dobel numerals also inflect to agree with the head noun of the NP in which they occur. Numeral inflection shows a three-way division in the 3rd person: human, animate, and inanimate. The agreement forms appearing on numerals are given in (30). Dobel 3rd person numeral inflection (Hughes 2000) (30) hum =ye an ʔay= When quantifying a noun with a human referent, the numeral is marked with the enclitic =ye, identical in form to the 3rd person plural agreement form appearing on stative verbs (31a). When quantifying an animate noun with a non-human referent, the numeral is marked with the proclitic ʔay= (31b). Finally, when quantifying an inanimate noun, the numeral is unmarked (31c).
7
Jock Hughes (personal communication) notes that sometime instead of an i-umlaut he finds an u-umlaut in Dobel. For instance, sometimes one dialect has <i> and another has <u> thus: rakwar 'bright, light' inflects rakwar=ni in all dialects, but rakw<u>r in the Koijabi dialect and rakw<i>r in Warjukur. Smaller subsets of animate nouns given in Hughes (n.d.) are musical instruments (Table 10 ) and house parts (Table 11) . The three Aru languages discussed in this paper show easily discernable similarities in their agreement systems and in their assignment of nouns to genders. These can be seen to point back to grammaticalized neuter-gender distinction being present in their common ancestor, proto-Aru. In this section, I consider what the details presented from Ujir, Kola, and Dobel tell us about the proto-system of gender marking. The agreement system of proto-Aru appears to have marked an animateinanimate gender distinction on stative verbs, but not on active verbs as is the case in all three modern languages considered here. In the singular, nouns of inanimate gender were unmarked on the verb, while animate ones were. Already in proto-Aru, there was a stative enclitic *=n(i,a) marking 3rd person animate singular. The 3rd person inanimate singular appears to be have originally not been entirely unmarked, but on some nouns was indexed in proto-Aru by means of an infix *<i>, such as is found fossilised in many roots in Dobel for inanimate 3rd person singular and in Kola for 3rd person singular of both genders. In the plural, nouns of inanimate gender were unmarked on the verb with *=s(i,e) and animate ones with *=di. This distinction is maintained in Ujir, but lost in Kola and Dobel. The different stative agreement forms in Table 9 . Dobel animate nouns referring to items used in hunting, fishing (data from Hughes n.d.). the 3rd person plural in Kola and Dobel, however, represent the remnants of the earlier animate-inanimate gender distinction in the plural.
On numerals, proto-Aru also marked gender. Numerals agreeing with inanimate nouns were unmarked, while those agreeing with animate gender were marked. The form of the marking is not entirely clear: Ujir and Dobel indicate that it had the form *=s (i,e) , while Kola suggests a form *-i/<i>. Dobel is unique in the Aru languages in having elaborated gender marking on numerals by innovating the morpheme ʔay= marking non-human animate nouns and restricting its reflex of *=s (i,e) , =ye, to nouns with human referents.
Proto-Aru demonstratives were marked for gender. A comparative analysis of the forms indicate that *n-was used to mark animate gender on demonstratives, whilst its lack indicated inanimate gender. Again, Dobel is innovative having reinvented the animate-inanimate distinction as a masscount distinction in which originally animate forms mark count nouns and inanimate forms mass nouns.
Comparison of the three modern languages discussed here also gives some clues as to patterns of assignment to genders in the proto-language. Whilst many of the details of gender classifications vary from language to language, already in proto-Aru it appears that the animate gender included nouns referring to inanimates. This is suggested by the observation that certain inherited nouns referring to inanimates are consistently classed as animate across the modern languages. These include nouns such as reflexes of ProtoAustronesian *batu 'stone' and *ma-qalun 'wave, billow'. Variable assignment of nouns with plant referents to animate or inanimate depending on whether reference is to the part or the whole is also shared across the Aru languages and presumably goes back to proto-Aru. For other nouns, the modern varience in gender assignment reflects different classificatory tendencies in operation in individual languages post-dating the breakup of proto-Aru. For instance, Rick Nivens (personal communication) 
